
 My grandma qualifies as one of the people you would describe as ‘salt of 

the earth. ‘ She had an 8th grade education, was smart as a whip. She worked her 

entire life, on her feet and bossing people around, but making everyplace she 

touched better for her presence. Not cuddly, but warm and caring.  My grandma 

was a colorful woman. She didn’t use the worst curse words. But she did use all of 

the others better than everyone else. She was patient with people over the 

course of their lives, but completely impatient in the moment. If we were going 

somewhere together and my mom wasn’t ready (she was never ready) my 

grandma would sit by the door, purse on her lap, keys in her hand, rhythmically 

shaking the keys. If that didn’t work she would mutter angrily and go get in the 

car. I can still hear the sound of her ring sliding back and forth, back and forth 

across the table if someone took too long to come up with their scrabble word. 

On the other hand, my grandma would sit with me for hours and make pickle 

people, and draw, and fix things, occupying my time in wonderful, fulfilling ways. 

If anyone could calm the situation when my mom came unbalanced, it was 

grandma. And when my cousin showed up, 17, pregnant and afraid of her parents 

response, it was grandma who settled everyone down. 

She didn’t do it with soothing words, either. Not usually. She was just 

exceptionally good at forcing people to look at their own blind spots and 

assumptions and showing them that she loved them anyway, and also um...knock 

it off. Not how she would have worded it, I promise you. In the ways that 

mattered, my grandma was incredibly patient. And she always asked that you be 

and do better. And if you didn’t she would make sure you knew you had made her 

really salty.   



I like this idea that to be the salt of the earth means you have to have a bit 

of a salty temperament. Probably because of my grandma, I have always 

associated the idea of being salty with paying attention. When you’re salty you 

haven’t thrown up your hands, even though you may look like you are or even 

consider it. No, being salty seems to mean that you are also still committed. That 

you are paying enough attention to know what is worth the work and what is 

gumming up the works of progress. Salty also has this general cranky sense to it, 

but again, it always seems to be connected to the caring. I like salty people. Salty 

people are less concerned with appearances than with authenticity. Salty people 

are, more often than not, salt of the earth.  

I think Jesus was salty. Really salty. And it helps me love him the idea that 

he had taken careful stock of the situation, deemed the whole thing salvageable, 

improvable, and lovable. And now here he is, trying to get everyone else to see it, 

too. Come on! It’s right there, y’all! 

Salt has purpose. It preserves, extending the life and life giving ability of 

food. It is essential for life (not the way we eat it, but). Jesus’ listeners would have 

had to work to get enough salt. So it was precious. And as we well know, 

everything tastes better when salted. There’s even a bit in cookies. So if salt stops 

salting, well, it can’t it isn’t possible. The very notion would make a salty person 

snort with the absurdity. 

And you certainly don’t light a lamp and then hide it. Waste of a perfectly 

good lamp and a shame for a perfectly nice room. Wool-for-brains, you lit the 

thing, let it shine. Of course, it isn’t that simple, is it?  

When we shine our light brightly, people may see all of our good, but they 

may also catch our flaws. And we have been busily trying to hide those. Once you 



embrace your salty, you care a bit less if people see the dust on the shelves and 

the cracks in the china.  

Jesus is salty. He has so much more to say when we don’t try to take away 

his salt. Of course, he asks more of us, too. He asks us to be in the thick of things. 

To, like salt, be essential for the preservation of life giving goodness, the flavor of 

existence, and the wellbeing of the body of Christ. He asks us to light the world, 

point the way out of the humdrum, the backward, the soul-crushing. Jesus is 

asking us to call the reality of things out and stop putting a lovely shade of lipstick 

on the ugly pig of the status quo.  

See how different that is from “Christ and him crucified?” Focus on Jesus on 

the cross, ironically makes our lives easier. Once he’s up there he can’t get in 

close to us and see our flaws, or have dinner with us and call us on our 

thoughtless joke. Jesus can just be up there looking holy and forgiving, suffering 

so we don’t have to, inspiring renaissance art and politely decorating our Sundays. 

Ornamental Jesus. 

Salty Jesus is an aggravating meddler, the one with the best and most 

pointed jokes, the one who will love you every time you do and say the wrong 

thing even as he gives you that look that means you know very well what you 

aren’t doing, and you know very well how I feel about it.  

We need to be salty Christians. Jesus needs us to be salty. It matters in 

really tangible ways. Salty Christians aren’t afraid of saying the wrong thing 

because they are okay with hearing why it was wrong. They are equally okay with 

explaining a missing aspect of truth and authenticity to another. Here’s an 

example. I am struggling to expand my pronouns to be more inclusive. Usually I 

get these things pretty quick, but I’m having a hard time. Not with the concept, 



but with the wording. I forget. My brain gets ahead of my mouth and I forget. I 

am relying upon people holding me accountable. It might not be considered 

polite, one might even say ‘why are they being so salty about it, it’s just a 

pronoun,’ but of course, the salt is essential because we all have an essential right 

to be seen as we see ourselves.  

We need to be salty Christians because there are plenty of ‘Christ and him 

crucified’ Christians out waving his image around and using it as a weapon to 

silence anyone and everyone who disagrees. Jesus needs us to be salty enough to 

challenge this idea, to take Jesus off of the cross so that he can get back to having 

messy dinner parties with us. I’m not saying we need to get loud, or join protests, 

or take on the patriarchy with one hand tied behind our back. I am saying we 

need to question what we experience in the world, on the news and among our 

friends and family and ask if it squares with our reading of the Beatitudes. If we 

find instead that it looks more like that tragic and artistic image of Christ and him 

crucified, well then we have a heavenly duty to get salty.  

I have a suggestion: we should practice with each other. We should practice 

how to be salty as Jesus calls us to be salty. Practice saying the thing you are 

afraid to say. Practice the feeling of being right and realizing it should have been 

said long ago. And practice being wrong and learning how and why. Practice being 

essential to the preservation, wellbeing and particular flavor of your community.  

In an era that seems full of fluff and sapped of substance, isn’t it wonderful 

to have something essential to offer? Isn’t it remarkable that it is as simple as 

living into our faith and not hiding it? Isn’t it wonderful that we don’t need to 

keep up appearances or please anyone but Jesus? That we are called to see the 

way things are, the way they could be, and get to point out the distance from 



here to there?  That we are not only allowed but encouraged to speak the truth 

we see when we see it even as we commit to being patient over the long haul 

when people struggle to taste the truth? We are the salt that preserves the vision 

of the Beatitudes, the glimpses of the kin-dom.  

Remember from last week: being blessed means you are always in the 

God’s game, and you are essential (salty) for the win, even when you know you 

will take some kicks before the final goal.   

Blessed are the salty. Through them comes the flavor of heaven. Amen. 

   

 

 

 


